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Joe dons a bee suit for a

closer look at Corky’s bees

In today’s episode, Joe and Patti discuss the importance of

honeybees and their relevance to the foods we eat.

According to the Agricultural Research Service of the USDA,

about one in three mouthfuls of food we eat is directly or

indirectly related in some part to the honey bees’ job.

Also according to ARS/USDA : “The number of managed

honey bee colonies has dropped from 5 million in the1940s

to only 2.5 million today. At the same time, the call for hives

to supply pollination service has continued to climb. This

means honey bee colonies are trucked farther and more

often than ever before.”

This drop in hives is partly due to a phenomenon called

Colony Collapse Disorder or CCD. It is the unexplained

disappearance of, most of, or an entire population of bees in

a hive. Research is ongoing to establish the cause of this

tragic loss of bees. For this reason home honeybee hive management is growing in importance

and popularity.

Joe visits Corky Luster owner of Ballard Bee Company in Seattle, WA, which is an “Urban

Pollinating Service”. Those that are interested can sponsor 2 to 4 hives in their garden in

exchange for a large jar of honey or rent the hives outright. Corky maintains the hives on a

weekly basis or will consult with beginners on getting their own hives started. Patti breaks

down the mystery of just what is contained in a managed beehive.

Sign up for our newsletter or blog, and
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Bees enjoy the fruits of Robin’s labor so she

can enjoy theirs

Bastille’s rooftop kitchen garden provides

fresh greens for their menu

Next we visit two benefactors of Corky’s services. Robin Haglund a landscape designer and

founder of Garden Mentors utilizes a hive in

her Seattle garden that she has planned and

planted especially to attract bees. Her

company, fills the gap between homeowners

who can afford full-scale landscape designers

and those who cannot. After a rather sparse

vegetable harvest last year Robin decided to

have Corky install a hive to ensure better

pollination this year. She discusses some of

the nuances of hive placement and plants for

the bees to enjoy.

In their building redesign forward-thinking

Seattle restaurant Bastille, reinforced their

roof in order to have a garden to provide the freshest ingredients for their menu. They turned

to Colin McCrate founder of Seattle Urban Farm Company to design, install and maintain the

current 4500 square foot kitchen garden. Plans are in place to enlarge the successful project.

Joe and Colin talk about this ambitions venture and his design for providing year round

produce.

And Nathan visits with Chef Bobby of the

Barking Frog at Willows Lodge as he creates

a wonderful meal using Corky’s honey.

Nathan provides us with his own recipe that

includes fresh home-grown honey.

And just in case you were wondering:

What about cell phones—do they have

anything to do with CCD?

“The short answer is no.

There was a very small study done in Germany that looked at whether a particular type of base

station for cordless phones could affect honeybee homing systems. But, despite all the attention

that this study has received, it has nothing to do with CCD. Stefan Kimmel, the researcher who

conducted the study and wrote the paper, recently e-mailed The Associated Press to say that

there is “no link between our tiny little study and the CCD-phenomenon … anything else said or

written is a lie.

For more information

Article about Bastille’s rooftop garden

Honeybee information from the University of Florida

Article on Corky and his bees

About GGWTV
Growing A Greener World is a national gardening series on Public Television that features

organic gardening, green living and farm to table cooking. Each episode focuses on
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compelling and inspirational people making a difference through

gardening. This gardening series covers everything from edible

gardening and sustainable agriculture to seasonal cooking and

preserving the harvest.
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JAN UARY 9, 2013 AT 8:11 PM

Inspiring video
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JES S  S AYS

JAN UARY 9, 2013 AT 7:52 PM

Cool video we are thinking of keeping bees in our back yard to.
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This is my favorite because in addition to all the wonderful and accurate information I also

know several people in this show! My little brush with fame 
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